What is the normal speed range for a properly tensioned saw? One of the guys is trying to tell me that our saw is tensioned to run from 300 to 550 rpm, that sounds like too wide a speed range based on what I read in your article about harmonics and tension wobble.

That is way too much range. Setting the correct range depends on the size of the saw. If you were running a 48” saw at 500 RPM, which is too slow anyway, and you hammered it for 500, it would probably still work at 300 which is still too slow because it needs so little tension that there really isn’t much of a difference between putting in enough tension for way too slow or putting in enough tension for even slower than way too slow.

But if you hammer a 60” saw at 550, which is a normal speed for that size, it would not run properly at 300 because that is way too slow for the amount of tension to make a 60” saw run properly at 550 RPM.

Let’s remember that RPM is just the language that hammermen use to communicate with their customers. Saws should not be tensioned for a specific RPM but rather a specific rim speed otherwise known as surface feet per minute (SFPM).

Most experienced hammermen can usually convert RPM to rim speed in their head because they do it so much. But here is a simple equation that anyone with a calculator can use:

\[ D \times 3.14 \times \text{RPM} / 12 = \text{SFPM} \]


or Desired rim speed times 12, divided by diameter, and divided by 3.14 equals RPM.

Now I will let you in on a little saw doctor’s secret. The exact speed your saw runs is a lot less important than you think. Let’s talk in SFPM for a bit here. If you run what I would call a normal speed (8,000 to 9,000 SFPM for hardwoods) then I would put in what I refer to as a normal amount of tension. If you run slower than that I would put in a smaller amount of tension for a saw that runs slow. And if you are running faster than that I would put in a little extra for a saw that runs a little too fast. Now I will also adjust that amount of tension for a saw that is being fed very hard. So for a saw at a normal speed, that is being fed extra hard, I might put in about the same amount of tension as I would for a saw that is running a little too fast.

It is a common myth that the tension is all related to centrifugal force. I don’t believe that. Whether it is a circular saw or a band saw, what happens is that the rim of the part of the saw that is in the cut at any given moment is stretching while it is in the cut. If you want the rim of the saw to remain straight while it is in the cut and being stretched, you must stretch the body of the saw to compensate for the stretch that is going to happen at the rim.

Another dirty little secret is that in the old days, saw doctors wanted to know the exact RPM so that if there was ever a question, and they were able to find any inaccuracy in your stated RPM, it would give them an easy out. You told me you were running 550 RPM so I hammered it for that. Now that I am at your mill, the tachometer says you are really running your saw at 563 RPM. No wonder it won’t run right.

As you all know, troubleshooting sawmills can be a bit complicated at times. When we think of troubleshooting, we assume that the goal is merely to find out what’s wrong so that we can resolve the problem and get back to being
productive. Unfortunately, especially in the old days, there were times when troubleshooting a mill was more about trying to figure out who to blame then it was about resolving problems. Given all of the myths and mis-information in the sawmill, even as recently as the 1980s there was so much confusion and so little logic that people thought the best way to solve the problem was to first figure out who to blame.

Of course one of the reasons there was so much confusion was that saw doctors tended to keep what they were doing a big secret and in return the millwrights didn’t want to share their knowledge either. When the sawyer had a problem, he first had to figure out whether to blame the saw doctor or the millwright, because he was sure it couldn’t be his fault. And there were times when it seemed that everyone involved was concentrating more on blaming everyone else than trying to figure out exactly what was wrong.

On the other hand, how will you ever figure out what’s wrong when you think that the lead is there to counteract the saw’s natural tendency to run out of the log and when you think you should adjust the lead every morning based on whether your poorly hammered saw is heating at the rim or in the body? And let’s not forget the old widely-misused theory that the saw should be dished towards the log side and then miraculously stand up straight when you bring it up to speed. Under those conditions about all you can do is to play the blame game.

The other thing to consider is that the RPM range relative to how a saw is hammered is directly related to where the anvilman leaves the tension for any given speed. So, I am working on a saw that is running at a normal speed. Let’s say a 56” saw running at 550 RPM, which would be 8,059 SFP/M. I would give that saw what I call a normal amount of tension (or stretch in the body). If I am on the lower end of that normal amount of tension, the saw would run fine at 550 and also run fine at 500 or even 475, but it might start running into problems at 600 or 625. On the other hand, if I left the tension at the higher end of the normal range, it would run fine at 550 and have no problems at 625, but 500 would be a struggle for it.

It would be nice to always leave the tension exactly in the middle of the range, but life doesn’t always go that way for a saw doctor or anyone else.

Remember that the definition of a properly hammered saw is a saw that is flat on the log side, has an acceptable amount of wobble and has the right amount of tension in the right location. Having two out of three of those conditions doesn’t work. You need all three at the same time. The way I like to put up saws, I have no leeway for the flatness on the log side. It is either flat or it’s not. And I also have no leeway...
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for the amount of wobble. It is either within spec (+/- .015" or better) or it’s not. So that leaves the amount of tension as a little bit of a grey area. If the flatness is good and the wobble is good, changing the tension at that point will also most likely change the flatness and the amount of wobble. So if my tension happens to be at one end of the range or the other when the flatness and wobble are where I want them, I am looking at a saw that is ready to get crated up and go back to the mill to get to work. Of course if the tension is out of range, it really doesn’t matter how good the rest of the saw is, it needs more work and that’s what is going to happen.

It is best to know what the actual speed is and then hammer it for that speed. Then the hammerman has the option of leaving the saw at the higher end or lower end of the spectrum for that speed. If you leave the tension exactly in the middle of the range I suppose there might be as much as 50 RPM leeway in both directions. But if you know the real speed of the saw, there isn’t much need to leave the tension exactly in the middle of the range.

Questions about sawmills and their operation should be sent to Forum, The Northern Logger, P.O. Box 69, Old Forge, NY 13420, FAX #315-369-3736.

The author is a saw doctor and president of Seneca Saw Works, Inc., P.O. Box 681, Burdett, NY 14818, tel. (607) 546-5887, email casey@senecasaw.com.

Imagine never having to sharpen 3/4” pitch, .122 gauge saw chain again!

Introducing........
The Chain Serts™ Cutting System!

- Patented 2-part system: chain + replaceable carbide-tipped cutter;
- Cut through hardwood, frozen logs, mud and ice with a tough chain and razor sharp carbide cutters;
- Reduce wear and tear on your bars and machines;
- Reduce labor and fuel consumption;
- No special tools or bars;
- Cut sharper;
- Cut downtime;
- Cut costs;
- No sharpening;
- No grinding;
- No re-tipping

Made and assembled 100% in the USA.
See it in action:
www.chain-serts.com
or on YouTube.
Call 814-938-1031